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JBL Control Contractor is an umbrella branding that covers many lines of JBL’s
install-focused speakers, including wall, ceiling and pendant offerings.
It’s a comprehensive range with the intent of giving the designer/end-user a
one-series-fits-all palette of products to cover all install eventualities. Whether
you need indoor or outdoor, highs or lows, large or small, the Control Contractor
series provides high quality, easy to combine, and simple to install solutions.
This product guide is intended to give a concise overview of the range available.
For futher information including additional application guides please visit
www.soundtech.co.uk/jblcontrol or simply call us on 01462 480000.

In-Ceiling Models

IN-CEILING SPEAKERS

JBL CSS Commercial Series

JBL 8100 Series

Affordable loudspeakers that provide excellent performance for paging and
background music applications including retail stores, restaurants, schools and
other public facilities.

The 8100 Series is an easy to install loudspeaker solution for a wide variety
of commercial sound applications. With three models in the line - the
8124, a 4”full-range loudspeaker; the 8128, an 8” full-range loudspeaker;
and the 8138 for use with pre-install backcans - the 8100 Series feature
high sensitivity drivers that deliver maximum sound levels using minimal
amplifier power.

HI-FIDELITY PERFORMANCE AT A COST-EFFECTIVE PRICE POINT.

High sensitivity ceiling speakers provides maximum sound level even at low
tap settings, and wide dispersion ensures excellent coverage. Triple voltage
transformers are compatible with any distributed speaker system, and the
drivers all feature a full 1” voice coil with a Kapton™ coil-former and hightemperature wire for superior power dissipation and long-term reliability. The
driver, grille and transformer come pre-assembled for ease of installation.
Accessories include matching Commercial Series pre-install back cans and tile
rails.

HI-FIDELITY PERFORMANCE AT A COST-EFFECTIVE PRICE POINT.

With its contemporary grill design, 70V/100V taps and open-back design,
the 8100 series brings elegance and performance to basic commercial
sound systems, or any application not requiring a backcan for installation.

8124
> 4”, Full-Range Speaker
> Open Back, No Backcan Installation
> Dog-ear Blind Mounting
> 6 W Transformer
> 93 dB Sensitivity
> 60 Hz to 18 kHz (-10dB)

8128

CSS8004

CSS8018

> 4” speaker
> Open-Back or Backcan Installation Options
> 5 W transformer (25V/70V/100V)
> 90 dB Sensitivity
> 85 Hz to 18 kHz (-10dB)

> Upgraded 8” Speaker
> Open-Back or Backcan Installation Options
> 10 W transformer (25V/70V/100V)
>97 dB Sensitivity
> 50 Hz to 17 kHz (-10dB)

CSS8008

CSS-15C-VA

>8” Speaker
> Open-Back or Backcan Installation Options
> 5 W transformer (25V/70V/100V)
> 96 dBdSensitivity
> 55 Hz to 16 kHz (-10dB)

>EN-54 oCertified, 5” Ceiling Speaker
> Includes Blind-Mount Metal Fire Dome
> 6 W Transformer (100V only)
> 92 dB sensitivity (1m)
> 180 Hz to 20 kHz (-10dB)

> 8”, Full-Range Speaker
> Open Back, No Backcan Installation
> Dog-ear Blind Mounting
> 6 W Transformer
> 97 dB Sensitivity
> 50 Hz to 16 kHz (-10dB)

8138
> 8”, Full-Range Speaker
> Installation with Backcan
> 6 W Transformer
> 97 dBSensitivity
> 95 Hz to 18 kHz (-10dB) (without backcan)

IN-CEILING SPEAKERS

JBL CONTROL 10 Series

JBL CONTROL 20 Series

Control 10 Series meets the increased demand for superior sound
quality, installation-friendly features and value. They are ideal for
applications where excellent sound quality is needed for mediumvolume music playback and paging.

JBL Control Contractor 20 Series small-format ceiling speakers provide fullrange, high-fidelity sound reinforcement for background music and musicplus-paging systems. Innovative features like titanium-coated tweeters and
JBL’s proprietary diffraction-horn loading technology deliver extremely wide,
even coverage, meaning fewer speakers are required for any installation.

BLIND-MOUNT SMALL FORMAT CEILING SPEAKERS

Control 10 feature wide bandwidth, wide coverage and combined
70/100V & 8 ohm operation in each speaker. They are available in either
white or black.

Control 12C/T

Control 16C/T

> 3” Full-Range Driver
> 15 W Transformer and 8Ω Direct
> 84 dB Sensitivity
> 68 Hz to 17 kHz (-10dB)
> Optional High Humidity Grills Available

> Two-way 6½”Coaxial Speaker
> 30 W Transformer and 8Ω Direct
> 91 dB Sensitivity
> 62 Hz to 20 kHz (-10dB)
> Optional High Humidity Grills Available

Control 14C/T

Control 18C/T

> Two-way 4” Coaxial Speaker
> 25 W Transformer and 8Ω Direct
> 87 dB Sensitivity
> 74 Hz to 20 kHz (-10dB)
> Optional High Humidity Grills Available

> Two-way 8” Coaxial Speaker
> 60 W Transformer and 8Ω Direct
> 92 dB Sensitivity
> 58 Hz to 20 kHz (-10dB)
> Max SPL 112dB Average, 118dB Peak @ 1m

SMALL FORMAT CEILING SPEAKERS

Models are packaged as complete assemblies including grille, backcan and
tile rails, and can be installed without accessing areas above the ceiling. All
speakers feature JBL’s exclusive SonicGuard™ overload protection, enabling
higher operational levels and improving reliability.

Control 24C (CT)
> Two-Way 4” Coaxial Woofer with ¾” Tweeter
> 86 dB, 1-Watt @ 1m
> 80 Hz to 20 kHz (-10dB)
> CT: 30 W Transformer
> C: 16Ω Direct

Control 24C (CT) Micro

Control 24CT Micro Plus

> 4½” Woofer with ½” Tweeter
> Shallow: 105mm Deep
> 86 dB, 1-Watt @ 1m
> 85 Hz to 2 5 kHz (-10dB)
> CT: 9 W Transformer
> C: 8Ω Direct

> High Output 4½” Woofer with ½” Tweeter
> Shallow: 105mm Deep
> 85 dB, 1-Watt @ 1m
> 80 Hz to 25 kHz (-10dB)
> 25 W Transformer

Control 26C (CT)
> Two-Way 6½” Full-Range Coaxial
Speaker
89 dB, 1-Watt @ 1m
> 75 Hz to 20 kHz (-10dB)
> CT: 60 W Transformer
> C: 16Ω Direct
> EN-54 version also available

Control 19CS (CST)
> 8” Long Excursion Subwoofer
> Nested Chamber Speaker
Mounting
> CST-75 W Transformer
> CS-8Ω Direct, 200W

IN-CEILING SPEAKERS

JBL CONTROL 40 Series

EXTENDED PERFORMANCE SMALL FORMAT CEILING SPEAKERS
WITH CONICAL RBI ®

JBL CONTROL 200 Series

PREMIUM MEDIUM FORMAT CEILING SPEAKERS
Control 200 Series premium in-ceiling loudspeakers are designed for
applications where superior musical impact, voice clarity and high sound
levels are required. Extremely wide coverage from 6.5” coaxial drivers allows
fewer speakers to cover a larger area, reducing overall system cost without
sacrificing sound quality.

Control Contractor 40 Series is line of premium in-ceiling loudspeakers that
combine outstanding pattern control and consistent coverage with superior
sonic performance. Featuring JBL’s proprietary conical Radiation Boundary
Integrator® (RBI™) technology, the range consists of three 6½” and one
5¼” coaxial models, a 2½” ultra compact satellite speaker and an in-ceiling
subwoofer.
Unmatched in its class and built on over 60 years of JBL loudspeaker
design, the Control Contractor 40 Series delivers outstanding performance
and reliability housed in an elegant industrial design.

Control 42C

Control 47LP

> Ultra-compact 2½” driver
> 30W continuous program power
> 94dB max SPL
> 140 Hz to 20kHz (110dB)
> 160° conical coverage pattern
> 2 or 4 units can be driven from the Control
40CS/T subwoofer

> Low profile version of the Control 47 C/T for
locations with limited above-ceiling clearance
> Only 142mm deep

Control 45C/T
> Two-Way, 5¼”, Premium, Coaxial Speaker
> 88 dB Sensitivity
> 55 Hz to 20 kHz (-10dB)
> 60 W Transformer, plus 8Ω Direct
> 120°Conical Coverage

Control 47C/T
> Two-Way, 6½”, Premium, Coaxial Speaker
> 91 dB Sensitivity
> 55 Hz to 20 kHz (-10dB)
> 60 W Transformer, plus 8Ω Direct
> 120°Conical Coverage

Control 47HC
> High ceiling version of the Control 47 C/T
> Narrow 75°Coverage
> 93 dB, Sensitivity
> 55 Hz to 17 kHz (-10dB)
> 60 W Transformer, plus 8Ω Direct

Control 40CS/T
> High-Impact 8” Subwoofer
> Built in Passive Crossover: Full-Range Output for
Satellite Speakers
> Sensitivity: 95 dB Near Corner, 89 dB Center of
Ceiling
> 32 Hz to 300 kHz (-10dB)
> 80 W Transformer, plus 8Ω Direct

Best-in-class pattern control ensures that everyone within the listening area
hears the high-quality mix of sound. Premium accessories include thickmetal backcan with internal MDF reinforcement for better bass response and
contemporary grilles that fit into any décor. An especially strong tile bridge for
installing into suspended ceilings reduces rattling artifacts.

Control 226C/T
> Two-Way, 6½”, Coaxial with 1” Compression Driver
> 47Hz to 19kHz (-10dB)
> 60 W Transformer, plus 8Ω Direct
> 120°Constant Directivity Coverage
> 150 W (600 W Peak)

Control 227C
> 6.5” coaxial ceiling speaker with HF
compresion driver
> For use with pre-install backcan
> 150W continuous program power
> 112dB max SPL
> 120° conical coverage angle

Control 227CT
> As above but with 68W multitap
transformer

IN-CEILING SPEAKERS

JBL CONTROL 300 Series

PREMIUM LARGE FORMAT CEILING SPEAKERS
Combining optimal sound performance with easy-to-design, flexible
installation options, the Control 300 Series is the flagship speaker system of
our Control Contractor line.
With six full-range, Constant Directivity, true point-source coax design
models that feature 8” and 12” drivers, multiple power levels and transformer
choices, plus a 12” in-ceiling subwoofer, the Control 300 Series largeformat in-ceiling loudspeakers offer the versatility to fulfil any architectural,
aesthetic and system performance requirements.

Control 321C (CT)
> 12” LF Coaxial Speaker with 2” Voice-Coil
> 1” HF Comp Driver
> 94 dB Sensitivity
> 34 Hz to 18 kHz
> 90°Consistent Pattern Control (Good for High Ceilings)
> C –250 W (1000 W Peak), 8Ω
> CT –60 W Transformer

Control 322C (CT)
> High Output 12: LF Coaxial Speaker with 3” Voice-Coil
> 1” HF Comp Driver
> 95dBSensitivity
> 32Hz to 20kHz
> 90°Consistent Pattern Control (Good for High Ceilings)
> C –400W(1600W Peak), 8Ω
> CT –100 W Transformer

Control 328C (CT)
> 8” Coaxial Speaker with 2” Voice-Coil
> 1” Comp Driver
> 93 dB sensitivity
> 34 Hz to 18 kHz (-10dB)
> C -250W (1000W Peak), 8Ω
> CT –68 W Transformer
> 120°Constant Directivity Pattern Control

Control 312CS
> High-Output 12” Subwoofer with 3” VoiceCoil
> 34 Hz to 3.5 kHz (-10dB)
> 400 W (1600 W Peak) , 8Ω
> Optional 300 W Transformer

Pendant Models

PENDANT SPEAKERS

JBL CONTROL 60 Series
HIGH PERFORMANCE PENDANT SPEAKERS
JBL Control Contractor 60 Series Pendant loudspeakers bring
renowned JBL sound and outstanding coverage to rooms and
venues with open architecture or high-ceilings, while providing
superior voice and musical clarity for rooms with difficult
acoustics.
The line-up, coupled with stylish design, is suitable for a wide
variety of applications and decors, from convention and exhibit
spaces to atriums, restaurants and retail stores.
Included, easy-to-install hanging hardware features redundant
suspension cables and adjustable-height hangers.
JBL’s proprietary conical RBI Radiation Boundary Integrator
is adapted from the groundbreaking VERTEC® Series of line
array loudspeakers. This unique JBL patent-pending innovation
combines a large diameter high-frequency waveguide with
low-frequency projection apertures that work in tandem to
provide a seamless integration of coverage between the two
coaxially-mounted drivers.
The result is extremely even
pattern control and coverage,
where all listeners hear a
consistent flat, frequency
response. This often allows the
use of fewer speakers.

Control 64P/T

Control 65P/T

Control 67P/T

Control 62P/T

Control 60PS/T

> Compact full range pendant
> 4” full-range driver
> 100W continuous program
power
> 120° conical coverage
> 65 Hz to 15 kHz (-10dB)
> 30W Transformer, plus 8 Ω

> Compact full range pendant
> 5 ¼” driver with dome tweeter
> 150W continuous program
power
> 120° conical coverage

> Extended range pendant
> High power 6 ½” driver
> 200W continuous program
power
> 120° conical coverage
> High-ceiling version also
available

> Ultra compact satellite
pendant
> 50W continuous program
power
> Available in black or white
> Can internix with Control 52
and Control 42C

> Pendant Subwoofer
> 8” long-excursion driver
> 200W continuous program
power
> Passive crossover for four
satellite speakers
> 100W transformer plus 8Ω

Surface Mounted Models

SURFACE MOUNT SPEAKERS

CONTROL CONTRACTOR 20 Series
SURFACE MOUNT SPEAKERS
JBL Control Contractor 20 Series surface-mount speakers and subwoofers deliver
full, rich sound; deep bass extension; high SPL output; and wide, consistent
coverage for retail stores, restaurants, health clubs, theme parks, educational
facilities or any application demanding top-quality sound reinforcement in a
rugged, compact package. The Control Contractor 20 line balances superior
fidelity with versatility, ease-of-installation and contemporary style.
Models feature weather-resistant transducers and enclosures, and their molded,
high-impact polystyrene shells are available in black, white or paintable finishes.
Built-in JBL Invisiball® mounting technology makes installation a breeze.
Control Contractor surface-mount speakers are voiced similarly to other JBL
Control Contractor models, allowing them to be combined with in-wall and inceiling speakers in a single listening space.
Choose from 13 models in an array of transducer sizes, coverage patterns and
output ranges. All models are available in black and white and the enclosures are
paintable.

Control 23-1
> Compact 3” 2-way loudspeaker
> 100W continuous program power
> 103dB max SPL
> 15W 70/100V multi-tap transformer
> 100° x 100° coverage
> Available without transformer (23-1L)
> IP-44 rated as standard
> IP-55 when installed with panel cover
and WeatherMax grille

Control 25-1
> 5¼” 2-way loudspeaker with ¾” PEI
fluid-cooled tweeter
> 100W continuous program power
> 110dB max SPL
> 30W 70/100V multi-tap transformer
> 100° x 100° coverage
> Available without transformer (25-1L)
> IP-44 rated as standard
> IP-55 when installed with panel cover
and WeatherMax grille

Control 28-1
> High output 8” two way loudspeaker with 1”
PEI fluid-cooled tweeter
> 240W continuous program power
> 112dB max SPL
> 60W 70/100V multi-tap transformer
> 100° x 100° coverage
> Available without transformer (28-1L)
> IP-44 rated as standard
> IP-55 when installed with panel cover and
WeatherMax grille

SURFACE MOUNT SPEAKERS
Control 25AV

Control 31

> 5¼” 2-way loudspeaker with ¾” titanium coated horn-loaded tweeter
> 200W continuous program power
> 113 max SPL
> 60W transformer for 70/100V lines
> 100° x 100° coverage
> Video shielded
> Stainless steel grille
> IP-X4 rated

> High output two way 10” loudspeaker with 1” HF
compression driver
> 250W continuous program power
> 116dB max SPL
> 110W transformer
> 110° x 110° rotatable coverage
> IP-55 rated

Control 25AV-LS
> EN54-24 compliant version of above
> 105° x 85° coverage
> IP-X5 rated

Control 29AV-1
> Premium 8” 2-way loudspeaker with 1” titanium HF compression driver
> 300W continuous program power
> 114dB max SPL
> 110W transformer
> 105° x 85° rotatable coverage
> IP-X4 rated
> WeatherMax grille

Control SB2210
> Dual 10” subwoofer
> Frequency response 48-95Hz (±3dB)
> 500W continuous program power
> 112dB max SPL
> Optional 70/100V transformer
> IP-45 rated (when installed with MTC-PC2
panel cover)

Control SB-2
> Stereo input dual coil subwoofer
> 10” transducer
> Slot-load vented bandpass design
> 240W continuous program power
> 122dB max SPL
> Highpass outputs for satellite speakers

Control 30
> Three-way loudspeaker
> 10” LF driver, 5” MF driver and 1: HF compression
driver
> 500W continuous program power
> 117dB max SPL
> 150W transformer
> 120° x 110° rotatable coverage
> IP-X5 rated
> WeatherMax grille

Control 20 Series Accessories
Inc;ude mounting brackets, panel covers,
weatherproofing and marine kits

See the full range at www.jblpro.com

SURFACE MOUNT SPEAKERS

CONTROL 50 Series
SURFACE MOUNT SUBWOOFER-SATELLITE SYSTEM
A surface-mount, subwoofer-satellite loudspeaker system for
applications where wide-bandwidth, high-fidelity foreground/
background music is required. The Control 50’s stylish
appearance, easy mounting, and compatibility with JBL’s
Control 40 and Control 60 Series allows matching to the
mounting, aesthetic, and performance requirements of any
application.
The stylish Control 52 satellite loudspeaker produces superb
high fidelity sound via a low distortion 2½” driver. It’s compact
size and the ability to add more speakers to the system make
Control 50 Series a discrete solution and flexible solution for
restaurants, shops and cafes.

JBL Control 50 PACK
The Control 50 Pack includes four Control 52 satellite speakers
and one Control 50S/T subwoofer.
> Sylish unobtrusive design
> High fidelity sound
> Available in black or white
> Mounting brackets included
> Also available individually

CONTROL HST
180° COVERAGE SPEAKER
The Control HST ™ represents an entirely new
concept in surface-mount loudspeaker systems.
JBL’s patent pending Hemispherical Soundfield
Technology™ achieves near 180° wide coverage,
eliminating the wall reflection that cause
inconsistent sound when speakers are attached
to a wall.
The wide soundfield covers from wall to wall,
reducing the number of speakers needed,
reducing clutter on the walls, blending in better
with the decor and lowering the overall cost of
installation.

JBL Control HST
> Ultra-wide coverage loudspeaker
> Reduces number of speakers needed to cover a room
> IP54 rated for outdoor use
> Eliminates wall reflection and gives a flatter, consistent
sound
> Available in black or white.

SURFACE MOUNT SPEAKERS

CONTROL 1 Pro

TWO-WAY PROFESSIONAL COMPACT LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM
A powerful and highly-consistent performer, the Control 1 Pro’s compact
size is perfect for commercial audio settings providing top-quality sound
while maintaining a discreet appearance.
Representing the next-generation in professional high-performance,
compact loudspeakers, the Control® 1 Pro builds on its proud heritage
while incorporating the latest innovations in JBL Professional loudspeaker
systems design. The new and improved Control 1 Pro now includes
wall-mount brackets and has been re-engineered to offer a smoother
frequency response and more even coverage - making it ideal for a variety
of near-field applications.

JBL CONTROL 100 Series
PREMIUM IN-WALL SPEAKERS

JBL Control Contractor 100 Series in-wall speakers are ideal for boardrooms,
reception areas, airports, convention centers, cruise ships, retail outlets,
restaurants, museums, or any application calling for superior sonic
performance with minimal visual impact.
Speakers are built from the ground up with components that leverage 70
years of JBL research and development, including high-performance woofers
and pure titanium dome high-frequency drivers with EOS™ (Elliptical Oblate
Spheroidal) waveguides for low distortion and smooth response.
Installation is simple: Speakers fit easily into wall spaces in standard stud-wall
construction, or can be placed in optional rough-in frames. Control Contractor
100 Series in-wall speakers are voiced similarly to other JBL Control Contractor
models, allowing them to be combined with surface-mount and in-ceiling
speakers within a single listening space. Baffles and grilles are paintable to
match any décor..

Control 126 W (WT)
> 6½” LF driver with 1” titanium dome tweeter
> 100W continuous program power
> Frequency range 38Hz - 20kHz (±10dB)
> High slope crossover for natural midrange osund
> WT model has 30W multitap transformer

Control 128 W (WT)
JBL Control 1 Pro
> 5¼” LF driver with ¾” tweeter
> 150W power rating
> 108dB max SPL continuous
> Included Invisball mounting bracket
> Available in black or white

> 8” LF driver with 1” titanium dome tweeter
> 120W continuous program power
> Extended frequency range 30Hz - 20kHz (±10dB)
> High slope crossover for natural midrange osund
> WT model has 50W multitap transformer

Landscape Models

LANDSCAPE SPEAKERS

JBL CONTROL 80 Series
LANDSCAPE SPEAKERS
Designed for outdoor applications, the IP56 rated Control 80 Series Landscape
speakers provide excellent full-range sound quality and 360 degree coverage.
Designed to be mounted on or in the ground, Control 80 Series Landscape
speakers can be used in a wide variety of applications including shopping
malls, theme parks, sports venues, hotels, casinos, resorts, restaurants,
hospitality and leisure venues, entrance ways, and anywhere a high quality
music and/or paging speaker landscape speaker is required.
Compact in design, the speaker is unobtrusive and easily blends in with its
surroundings. A tough polyethylene enclosure resists abuse from lawn care
equipment and the elements, and the enclosure color extends throughout the
material so the speaker will maintain color even when scraped or scratched.

Control 85M

Control 88M

> 5¼” LF driver with ¾” tweeter
> 8Ω input with 30W 70/100V transformer
> 160W continuous program power
> 105dB max SPL
> 360° horizontal, 160° vertical coverage pattern

> 8” LF driver with 1” tweeter
> 8Ω input with 60W 70/100V transformer
> 240W continuous program power
> 108dB max SPL
> 360° horizontal, 160° vertical coverage pattern

Perfect Power Options

CROWN AMPLIFIERS

CROWN XLS DriveCore 2 Series
Powerful, reliable, affordable amplification
Crown’s XLS DriveCore 2 Series amplifiers flexibility includes multiple inputs
so you can plug in anything and play anywhere, along with several system
setup configurations. The integrated crossovers and switch-mode power
supply produce superior sound, and PeakX™ limiters protect your speakers.

DRIVECORE TECHNOLOGY
Crown’s exclusive DriveCore amplifier technology seamlessly integrates
the amplifier drive stage into the power output stage fusing everything
into a chip the size of a penny.
By reducing the part count by over 500, DriveCore™ greatly reduces
design complexity compared to that of traditional amplifiers. That makes
DriveCore™ amps more efficient and more reliable than those of its
competitors.

> Class-D amp with ultra-efficient DriveCore
> Speakon® and binding post outputs
> DSP including PeakXTM limiter and PureBandTM crossover
> Protection again short circuit, no-load, on/off thumps and RF interference
> Three year, no-fault, fully-transferable warranty

Crown XLS1002
> 350W per channel @ 4Ω
> 215W per channel @ 8Ω
> 1100W bridge @ 4Ω

Crown XLS1502
> 525W per channel @ 4Ω
> 300W per channel @ 8Ω
> 1550W bridge @ 4Ω

Crown XLS2002
• 650W per channel @ 4Ω
• 375W per channel @ 8Ω
• 2100W bridge @ 4Ω

Crown XLS2502
• 775W per channel @ 4Ω
• 440W per channel @ 8Ω
• 2400W bridge @ 4Ω

CROWN AMPLIFIERS

CROWN CDi DriveCore Series
Feature-rich installation amplifiers

Crown CDi 2|300
Crown CDi 2|300BL
> Two channels
> 300W per channel @ 4Ω or 8Ω
> 300W @ 70/100V

The CDi DriveCore Series is designed for any small-to-medium sized
installation application and boasts an impressive mix of high-performance,
rich feature set, and competitive cost.
> Ultra-efficient DriveCore technology
> Front panel interface
> DSP including delay, EQ, Crossover and LevelMAX limiter
> 70/100V outputs
> GPIO/Aux port for monitoring, preset recall, power, mute and more
> Network & control over HARMAN’s Audio Architect
> BL models have HARMAN’s BLU link digital interface

CROWN ComTech DriveCore Series
Powerful, reliable, affordable amplification

> 4 channels
> 75W per channel @ 4Ω
> 75W per channel @ 8Ω

Crown CT875

> 8 channels
> 75W per channel @ 4Ω
> 75W per channel @ 8Ω

Crown CT4150

> 4 channels
> 125W per channel @ 4Ω
• 125W per channel @ 8Ω

> Four channels
> 300W per channel @ 4Ω or 8Ω
> 300W @ 70/100Vrms

Crown CDi 2|1200
Crown CDi 2|1200BL
> Two channels
> 1200W per channel @ 4Ω or 8Ω
> 1200W @ 70/100V

Crown CDi 2|600
Crown CDi 2|600BL

Crown CDi 4|600
Crown CDi 4|600BL

Crown CDi 4|1200
Crown CDi 4|1200BL

> Two channels
> 600W per channel @ 4Ω or 8Ω
> 600W @ 70/100V

> Four channels
> 600W per channel @ 4Ω or 8Ω
> 600W @ 70/100V

> Four channels
> 1200W per channel @ 4Ω or 8Ω
> 1200W @ 70/100V

ComTech DriveCore™ is ideal for installations that require premium sound quality, multichannel configurations, compact dimensions, and zero ambient fan noise. The DriveCore™
technology provides >90% efficiency with no compromise in performance.

> Flexible input routing
> Convection cooled - no fan
> 1U chassis
> Patented feedback and protection
circuits
> Stable for 2 – 16Ω loads
> Optional 70/100V transformer

Crown CT475

Crown CDi 4|300
Crown CDi 4|300BL

Crown CT8150

> 8 channels
> 125W per channel @ 4Ω
> 125W per channel @ 8Ω

Also available
> Crown XLi Series
> Crown XTi2 DriveCore Series
> Crown DCi DriveCore Series
See www.crownaudio.com for more details

Further Information

Visit www.soundtech.co.uk/
jblcontrol for more information and
additional articles on the Control
series.
Call us on 01462 480000 to discuss
any aspect of a project. Our
dedicated Application Team is on
hand to offer advice and design
support on projects of any scale.
They can also be reached via
application-team@soundtech.co.uk
You can also hear the entire range
at our demo facility at head office
in Hertfordshire. To schedule a visit
please call us or email us.

TECHNOLOGY

